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Input:   GMT File 

Output: Mean adjacency matrix of network inference scores with rows and columns as elements 
of the GMT File 

Mean adjacency matrix of significance scores with rows and columns as elements of the 
GMT File 

  Element-element interactions with significance scores 

  Flipped GMT File (Only if the option is selected) 

Introduction 

Sets2Networks takes a Gene Matrix Transposed (GMT) file as an input. It then determines the 
strength of an interaction between two elements for all possible pairs of elements in order to 
resolve the underlying network from the GMT file. Sets2Networks is written in Python and is 
compatible with PyPy-1.8 to improve execution speed.  

Sets2Networks first determines the interaction strength between two elements for every 
possible element pair and outputs a mean adjacency matrix containing these network inference 
values. 

Afterwards, the program shuffles the elements within the GMT file and runs the Sets2Networks 
algorithm on the shuffled GMT files. This process is repeated according to a set number of times 
defined by the user. The network inference values for the shuffled GMT files along is compared 
against those of the original GMT’s to generate significance scores for every element-element 
interaction. A mean adjacency matrix is created where every element-element pair in the matrix 
has a significance score equal to (1 – p-value). 

Once the significance score matrix is created, a tab-delimited list of element-element 
interactions is derived from this matrix to allow for easy import into a network viewer. This list 
includes the significance score for each element-element interaction. 

 



Installation and Requirements 

Sets2Networks requires Python 2.7 or higher to run. The program has no other dependencies. 
The latest Python version can be found at http://www.python.org/.  

For the processing of very large GMT files, installing PyPy is highly recommended. PyPy is a fast 
alternative implementation of Python that uses a Just-In-Time (JIT) compiler. The latest version 
of PyPy can be found at http://pypy.org/.  To use PyPy from the command line, replace “python” 
with “pypy” after adding PyPy to the path. 

 

How to Use 

Sets2Networks can be run from the command line or Python’s IDLE. The program’s outputs will 
be written to the same folder as the input GMT File. Sets2Networks only accepts tab-delimited 
text or GMT files as input. The filenames of the outputs contain the original filename with a tag 
appended at the end. The network inference matrix will be appended with 
“_sets2networks_scores.txt,” the significance score matrix with “_significance_scores.txt,” and 
the list of element-element interactions with “_scored_interactions.txt.” 

Sets2Networks can also flip a GMT file. Line labels and line elements of the original GMT file 
become the line elements and line labels of the flipped GMT respectively. The flipped GMT File 
will have “_flipped.txt” appended to the end. If this option is used, the program will exit after 
flipping. 

Docstrings for Sets2Networks can be found in the program code or by using the interactive help 
function inside the Python IDLE.  

--- 

Sets2Networks takes in two arguments, the GMT File location and the number of shuffles. 

The “number of shuffles” argument is the number of permuted GMT files that will be created to 
calculate the significance of the network inference values for every element-element 
combination. The significance score becomes more accurate with a greater number of shuffles, 
but Sets2Networks’s runtime also becomes longer. If this argument is left blank, the default 
value of 1000 is used.  

To flip a GMT File, enter the word ‘flip’ instead of an integer into the “number of shuffles” 
argument. 
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Running Sets2Networks from the Command Line 

Sets2Networks can be run from the command line with the following. 

  >>    python    sets2networks.py         GMT_File_location      number_of_shuffles 

  

 Running Sets2Networks from Python IDLE 

 If Sets2Networks is on the PYTHONPATH:  

  > Import Sets2Networks     
  > args = [“”, GMT_File_Location, number_of_shuffles ]  
  > Sets2Networks.main(args)  
  

 Otherwise: 

Open Sets2Networks using IDLE Editor. Select Check Module from the Run dropbox (or press 
Alt+X). The Python Shell should pop up.  

  > Import Sets2Networks     
  > args = [“”, GMT_File_Location, number_of_shuffles ]  
  > Sets2Networks.main(args)  
 

 

Contact and Support 

All comments, suggestions, and requests for support should be addressed to 
avi.maayan@mssm.edu. 
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